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Algebra 1/Math Summer 

Review Packet 

This is your summer math packet if you are a rising 9th grader or will be taking 9th grade 

Algebra 1 next year at Berkmar High School. There are 80 questions in total. You are required 

to complete the entire packet by the first week of 2019/2020 school year. You can accomplish 

this by spreading the assignment out over the summer, doing 10 -15 questions per week.  

Every student is responsible for the mastery of the contents and 

standards incorporated in the summer math packet. The first assessment 

grade for first semester of the 2019/2020 school year will include 30% 

completion grade for the summer packet and 70% from a skills assessment 

that would be given in class or as an online assessment on the topics and 

contents covered in the packet. Students will be given until the end of the 

second week of classes to complete and submit their summer math packets 

to the Algebra 1 teachers. For each day the packet is late, 3 points will be 

deducted from the student’s grade.  

The standards covered should be familiar and cover the basic skills needed to be 

successful in Algebra 1 at Berkmar High School. In case you need help completing your packet 

or refreshing your memory as you work through the problems in the summer packet, several 

online resources have been included. You are encouraged to use these resources to ensure 

your success in having a solid foundation of pre-algebra prerequisites skills needed to take 

Algebra 1 at Berkmar High School. I hope you have fun and a wonderful summer! 

EXCEEDING THE STANDARDS….



Name: Period: Date: 

2 
 

Algebraic Expressions  

Write each algebraic expression. (Video Explanation) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/variables-expressions/algebraic-expressions/numerical-algebraic-expressions 

 

1) I am thinking of a number. Multiply my number by 5 and add 13 

 

 

2) 5 more than twice a number is 33 

 

Write each as a verbal expression 

3) m2 + 6 = 22 `     4) 2x – 12 = 20 

 

Find the GCF of each (GCF_Video) 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/greatest-common-factor-three-numbers.php 

 

5) 12, 18, 30      6) 8, 32, 96 

 

Find the LCM of each group (LCM_Video) 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/number-theory-fractions/least-common-multiple-multiply-factors.php 

 

7) 16, 20, 28      8) 33, 55 

 

9) Identify and circle all the numbers below that are factors of 18 besides 1 & 18.  
     (What_is_a Factor) 

     http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/factor-definition.php 

 

 

 −6  −3  −2  9  12 
 

10) Write all the factors of 72 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/variables-expressions/algebraic-expressions/numerical-algebraic-expressions
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/variables-expressions/algebraic-expressions/numerical-algebraic-expressions
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/greatest-common-factor-three-numbers.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/greatest-common-factor-three-numbers.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/number-theory-fractions/least-common-multiple-multiply-factors.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/number-theory-fractions/least-common-multiple-multiply-factors.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/factor-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/polynomials-and-factoring/factor-definition.php
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Find the Prime Factorization of the following: (Prime Factorization) 
http://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/number-theory-fractions/factors-prime/prime-factorization-by-tree 

 
List the Prime Factorization for each number.  

11)        12) 162 

 
Prime Factors _ x _ x _ x _ = 90 

13) The volume of a box is 1925cm3. What are the different possible dimensions of the box?  

        (Note: the volume of a rectangular box is length × width × height.)   

 

 

 

Precision/Level of Accuracy. (Precision) (Level of accuracy) 
A precision is the level of detail in a measurement and is determined by the smallest unit or fraction of a unit that 
you can reasonably measure. The accuracy of a measurement is the closeness of a measured value to the actual or 
true value. Tolerance describes the amount by which a measurement is permitted to vary from a specified value. 

 

14)  Choose the more precise measurement in each pair.  

     a. 2 lbs.; 17 oz.    b. 7.85 m; 7.8 m    c. 6 kg; 6000 g 

 

15)  Explain which situation would require the greatest degree of accuracy.  

a) building a dog house  

b) measuring the amount of water in a pool  

c) tracking the number of steps a person takes in a day 

 

 

Complete the Basic conversions below. (Basic conversion) 
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/rate-unit-rate-examples/how-do-you-convert-yards-to 

meters 
       

 16) 15.25 km to meters    17) 3.5 meters to centimeters 

 

 

 

 18) 565,900 seconds into days   19) 50 miles to feet 

http://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/number-theory-fractions/factors-prime/prime-factorization-by-tree
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/rate-unit-rate-examples/how-do-you-convert-yards-to-meters
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/rate-unit-rate-examples/how-do-you-convert-yards-to
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Dimensional Analysis. (What is Dimensional Analysis), (Working with Dimensional Analysis) 
http://virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equations-solve/ratios-proportions/dimensional-analysis-rates/dimensional-unit-
analysis-definition 
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/dimensional-analysis/dimensional-analysis-convert-
units-example 

Dimensional analysis is a process that uses rates to convert measurements from one unit to another. A rate such 

as  
12 𝑖𝑛

1𝑓𝑡
 , in which the two quantities are equal but use different units, is called a conversion factor. To convert 

from one set of units to another, multiply by a conversion factor. 

 

20) A fast sprinter can run 100 yards in approximately 10 seconds. Use dimensional analysis to 
convert 100 yards to miles. Round to the nearest hundredth. 

 

 

 

 21) Convert 52.68 feet per hour to inches per minute using dimensional analysis. 

 

 

 

 

Reduce to the fractions below to their lowest term. 

(What Is Simplest Form) (How to reduce a fraction) 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-

fractions/definition-fraction-simplest-form http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-

exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/reduce-fractions 

Simplifying (or reducing) fractions means to make the fraction as simple as possible. One way to reduce fractions is 

to find the greatest common factor of the numerator and the denominator. Here are the steps to follow: 

 Write down the factors for the numerator and the 
denominator 

 Determine the largest factor that is common between the 
two 

 Divide the numerator and denominator by the greatest 
common factor 

 

 

22) 
132

3
=      23) 

120

12
 

 

 

 

http://virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equations-solve/ratios-proportions/dimensional-analysis-rates/dimensional-unit-analysis-definition
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/dimensional-analysis/dimensional-analysis-convert-units-example
http://virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equations-solve/ratios-proportions/dimensional-analysis-rates/dimensional-unit-
http://virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equations-solve/ratios-proportions/dimensional-analysis-rates/dimensional-unit-
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/dimensional-analysis/dimensional-analysis-convert-
http://virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rates-unit-rates/dimensional-analysis/dimensional-analysis-convert-
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/definition-fraction-simplest-form
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/reduce-fractions
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/definition-fraction-simplest-form
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/definition-fraction-simplest-form
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/reduce-fractions
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/factors-fractions-exponents/simplify-fractions/equivalent-fractions/reduce-fractions
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Order of Operations  

(What is the Order of Operations?) (How do you use order of operations?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-definition.php 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-examples.php 

  

To avoid having different results for the same problem, mathematicians have agreed on an order of 

operations when simplifying expressions that contain multiple operations. 

 

One easy way to remember the order of operations process is to remember the acronym PEMDAS or 

the old saying, “Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally.” 

 

 

 

Complete each exercise by applying the rules for order of operations. 

24) 9 + 6 x (8-5)     25) 
3915

4336




 

A. 21 

B. 27 

C. 45 

D. 83 

 

 

 

26) 8 + 16 ÷ 4 · 5 - 3      27) 72 - 3 · 3   

       

 

 

 

 

A. 12 

B. 24 

C. 2 

D. 6 

A) 31  

B) 25  

C) 77  

D) 27 

A) 48 

B) 84 

C) 40 

D) 138 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-examples.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/order-of-operations-examples.php
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Combining Like terms (How to Combine Like Terms) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/one-two-step-equations/like-terms-two-steps.php 

 
 

28) 2k + 4 -8k +1     29) 8g +9h – 4g – 5h 

 

 

Evaluating Expressions (How to Evaluate Expressions) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/plugging-variables-into-expressions.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluate each expression using the values given.  

30) n2 − m; use 8n , and 7m    31) 18(x − y); use 5x , and 2y  

 

 

32) yxy  ; use 15x , and 8y      33) m − n ÷ 4; use 5m , and 8n  

 

 

34) Andrea ran 7 laps. Andre′ ran p more laps than Andrea. Write an expression using the 

variable p. Evaluate the expression if p = 5 to find the number of laps Andre′ ran. 

 

 

35) Arturo buys x containers of ice cream shown to take to his friend’s party. How much 

money did Arturo spend if he bought 4 containers of ice cream and a cake that costs $6? 

A variable, like x, is a letter or symbol used to represent an unknown amount 

that can vary. An expression, like 2x , is a combination of variables, 

numbers and at least one operation.   

 

When you replace a variable with a number, you can find the value of the 

expression. This is called evaluating the expression. You use the order of 

operations to evaluate expressions with variables. The order of operations 

will help you determine what order you must evaluate an expression. 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/one-two-step-equations/like-terms-two-steps.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/one-two-step-equations/like-terms-two-steps.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/plugging-variables-into-expressions.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/plugging-variables-into-expressions.php
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Solving Equations (How to Solve Equations) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/inequalities-multi-step-equations/variables-grouping-symbols-both-sides.php 

 

 

Solve each equation.  

 

36) −13 = 5(1 + 4m) − 2m    37) −16 + 7n − 5n = −4n + 8n -30  

 

 

38) 7(−1 + 2x) − 6 = −83     39) 8(−7 + 6v) = −296 

 

 

 

Write an equation for each situation below and then solve for x. 

(How to write and solve an Equation from a word problem) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php 

 

40) Rita’s graduation picnic will cost $3 for every attendee. At most how many attendees can 

there be if Rita only budgets a total of $87 dollars for her graduation picnic? 

 

 

 

41) Julio rented a bike from Raving Riders' Bikes. It cost $12 plus $2.20 per hour. If Julio paid 

$23, for how many hours did he rent the bike? 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/inequalities-multi-step-equations/variables-grouping-symbols-both-sides.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/inequalities-multi-step-equations/variables-grouping-symbols-both-sides.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php
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Operations with Integers 

(How to subtract a positive number from a negative number)  
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/subtract-positive-from-negative-number.php 

(How to subtract a negative number from a positive number) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/subtract-negative-from-positive-number.php 

(How to Add and Subtract a lot of Numbers with Different Signs) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/positive-negative-number-addition-and-subtraction.php 

 

 

 

Simplify the following: 

 

42) (−45) + 9      43) (−38) – 30 

 

 

44) (−8) − (−6)      45) 38 + (−5) 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/subtract-positive-from-negative-number.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/subtract-positive-from-negative-number.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/subtract-negative-from-positive-number.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/subtract-negative-from-positive-number.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/positive-negative-number-addition-and-subtraction.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/positive-negative-number-addition-and-subtraction.php
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Multiplying and Dividing Integers. 

(How to Multiply and Divide Numbers with Different Signs) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/integers-coordinate-plane/multiplying-or-dividing-with-different-signs.php 

 

46) 
7

105
      47) 

3

144
 

 

48) −6 × 4      49) −6 × −10 (−8) 

 

50) When Steve woke up. His temperature was 102˚F. Two hours later, it was 3˚ lower. 
What was his temperature then? (How to write and solve an Equation from a word problem) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php 

 

51) An elevator is on the twentieth floor. It goes down 11 floors and then up five floors. What 

floor is the elevator on now? 

 

Inequalities 

(How do you graph and inequality on a number line) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/number-line-graph-inequality.php 

 

 

 

 The product of two integers with different signs is negative. 

 The product of two integers with the same sign is positive. 
 
 
 

 

 

 The quotient of two integers with different signs is negative. 

 The quotient of two integers with the same sign is positive. 

 

The integers have 

different signs. The 

product is negative. 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/integers-coordinate-plane/multiplying-or-dividing-with-different-signs.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/integers-coordinate-plane/multiplying-or-dividing-with-different-signs.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/algebra-tools/write-solve-equation-word-problem.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/number-line-graph-inequality.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/number-line-graph-inequality.php
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Examples 

 

    
 

Draw a graph for each inequality.  

 

52) r ≤ −3       53) n > 1 

   
 

54) 5m ≤ m + 16     55) 2 > y 

   
  

Solve each inequality below and graph its solution.  

(How do you solve an inequality using subtraction?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/subtract-example-solution.php 

(How do you solve an inequality using addition?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/add-example-solution.php 

 

56) 9 + m ≤ 16        57) 
20

15
n

>   

                           

 

58) 56 > −4r + 8       59) −9 − 6x > −117  

                                

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/subtract-example-solution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/subtract-example-solution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/add-example-solution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-inequalities/add-example-solution.php
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60) Four times the sum of a number and 15 is at least 120. Let x  represent the number. Find 
all possible values for x . (How to solve a word problem using multistep inequality) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/word-problem-multi-step-inequality-example.php 

 

61) A road has a speed limit of 30 mi/h. Write an inequality that describes the legal speeds r for 

motor vehicles. 

 

 

Ratios, Rates, and Proportions    

(What is a proportion?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-definition.php 

(What is a ratio) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/ratio-definition.php 

(What are equivalent ratios?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/equivalent-ratios-definition.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/word-problem-multi-step-inequality-example.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/word-problem-multi-step-inequality-example.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/ratio-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/ratio-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/equivalent-ratios-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/equivalent-ratios-definition.php
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Write each ratio as a fraction in simplest form.  

62) 14 to 6     63) 18:3     64) 
84

49
 

 

65) 45 minutes: 25 minutes  66) 140 centimeters to 3 meters 67) 9 weeks: 9 days 

 

Determine whether the ratios are equivalent. Explain.  

68) 
48

9

16

3
and       69) 

11

8

10

7
and  

 

Write each rate as a unit rate. (What are rates and unit rates?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rate-and-unit-rates-definition.php 

70) 14 hours in 2 weeks     71) 36 pieces of candy for 6 children 

 

 

Determine if the quantities in each pair of rates are proportional. 

(How do you solve a word problem using a proportion?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-word-problem-example.php 

 

72) 135 miles driven in 3 hours; 225 miles driven in 5 hours 

 

 

 

73) $9 for 3 magazines; $20 for 5 magazines 

 

 

Solve each proportion. 

 74) 
n

8

3

2
       75) 

8

24

4


b
 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rate-and-unit-rates-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/ratios-proportions/rate-and-unit-rates-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-word-problem-example.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/proportion-word-problem-example.php
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Exponents.  
(Power of a power rule) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-power-formula 

(Power of a product rule) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-product-formula 

(Quotient of Powers Rule) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/quotient-of-power-formula 

(What to do with a zero exponent 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/zero-
exponentdefinition 

(What to do with a negative exponent) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/negative-exponent-
definition 

 

        

Simplify. Your answer should contain only positive exponents. 

76) 2n4 ⋅ 5n4   77) 5v3 ⋅ v 4 ⋅ 7v 4      78) 
4

32

5

153

n

nn 
  79) 24 )2( k  

 

 

Rational Numbers. 

All real numbers are either rational or irrational.  

(What is a rational number?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/rational-number-definition.php 

(What is an irrational number?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/irrational-number-definition.php 

 

 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-power-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-power-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-product-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/power-of-product-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/quotient-of-power-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/exponent-rules/quotient-of-power-formula
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/zero-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/zero-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/zero-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/negative-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/negative-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/exponents-exponential-functions/exponent-properties/negative-zero-exponents/negative-exponent-definition
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/rational-number-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/algebra-foundations/rational-number-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/irrational-number-definition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/equations-inequalities/irrational-number-definition.php
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Decide whether the numbers are rational or irrational.  

80) 3.14          81) 
7

5
               82) π       83) 1600                      84) 28  

Linear Functions 

 

85) Write the following input and output values in a table and find the function rule. 

(How do you find the equation of a line if you have two points?) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equation-analysis/point-slope-and-standard-from-two-points.php 

 

(1, 6), (2, 12), (3, 18), and (4, 24) 

 

86) Rex is buying stickers. The table below shows the price of different numbers of stickers. 

How many stickers will Rex get for 2? And for $3.50? 

(How to write an equation from a word problem) 
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-equations-functions/slope-intercept-from-word-problem.php 

 

 

87) Miss Henderson, the math teacher at Berkmar has a coupon for $2.50 off any item at Sports 

Academy Inc. What will be the new cost a sports item that costs $13.99 if she were to use her 

coupon? 

 

88) Reiko works in at a Kroger store near his house. Every day he earns a flat rate of $10 plus $5 

per hour. Write a function rule. How much would Reiko earn if he works 2 days of 5 hrs/day? 

 

89) Joyce and her friend Maria agreed to split the cost of 2 large supreme pizzas from Papa 

John’s for a picnic they hosted for a kindergarten class.  Write a function rule. How much will 

each of them be responsible for if the total cost of the order is $32.18? 

 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equation-analysis/point-slope-and-standard-from-two-points.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-1/linear-equation-analysis/point-slope-and-standard-from-two-points.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-equations-functions/slope-intercept-from-word-problem.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-equations-functions/slope-intercept-from-word-problem.php
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Systems of Equations 

(How to solve by graphing) http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-graphing.php 

(How to solve by substitution) http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/linear-functions-graphing/equations-solution-by-

substitution.php  

(Solve by elimination by adding) http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-addition.php 
(Solve by elimination by subtraction) http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equation-solution-by-elimination-

subtraction.php  
(Solve by elimination by multiplication) http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-

elimination-multiplication.php 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

90) Solve by graphing.     91) Solve by substitution or elimination. 
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Systems of equations help us to evaluate two linear equations at the same time. You can solve a system of two 

linear equations by graphing both on the same coordinate plane and finding the point where the lines intersect.  

To solve a system of equations by substitution, use the following steps: 

1. Solve one of the equations for either x = or y =. 

2. Substitute the solution from step 1 into the other equation. 

3. Solve this equation. 

4. Then solve for the second variable. ... 

5. Write the solution as an ordered pair. 

 

Solution is: Solution is: 

http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-graphing.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-graphing.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/linear-functions-graphing/equations-solution-by-substitution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/linear-functions-graphing/equations-solution-by-substitution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/pre-algebra/linear-functions-graphing/equations-solution-by-substitution.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-addition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-addition.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equation-solution-by-elimination-subtraction.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equation-solution-by-elimination-subtraction.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equation-solution-by-elimination-subtraction.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-multiplication.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-multiplication.php
http://www.virtualnerd.com/algebra-2/linear-systems/equations-solution-by-elimination-multiplication.php

